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	Microsoft Visual C++ .NET Professional Projects, 9781931841313 (1931841314), Premier Press, 2002
Use Visual C++ .NET to accomplish real-world, professional tasks. Incorporating ten hands-on projects, this book is your key to unlocking the power of Visual C++ .NET. Each project focuses on a specific concept and is based on a real-world situation. You will be able to use the skills that you develop throughout the book to modify the projects to fit your professional needs.

This book provides a hands-on approach to learning Visual C++ .NET. The book is aimed at readers with programming knowledge of earlier versions of Visual C++. These readers are assumed to be experienced application developers who have knowledge of developing applications using any of the earlier versions of Visual C++.

The book starts with a few overview chapters that cover the key concepts of MFC programming that remain unchanged in the new version of Visual C++ — VC++.NET. These chapters basically revisit the concepts of MFC programming with adequate sample applications.

A major part of the book revolves around professional projects. These multiple projects are based on real-life situations. These projects follow a simple to complex approach to cover specific subject areas and guide the readers in implementing their learning in practical scenarios. The projects range from simple projects, such as creating an MFC-based database-centric application and a GDI+ application using Managed C++, to complex projects, such as creating COM components, an ATL Server, class libraries, Web services, and projects illustrating the implementation of COM interoperability with .NET components, XML, networking, and remoting. These projects help readers to accomplish their goals by understanding the practical and real-life applications of Visual C++ .NET.
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The Art of ClearCase® Deployment The Secrets to Successful ImplementationAddison Wesley, 2004
By using IBM Rational ClearCase, development teams can dramatically improve their productivity and responsiveness throughout the entire software lifecycle. Now, there's an easy-to-use ClearCase deployment guide for every team member: project managers, analysts, developers, and software customers.
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Geographic Information Science and Public Participation (Advances in Geographic Information Science)Springer, 2010

	Computer-mediated participation is at the crossroads. In the early heady days of the digital revolution, access to "high" technologies such as GIS promised the empowerment of marginalized communities by providing data and information that was previously hidden away from public view. To a great extent, this goal has been achieved at...


		

How to Write a Business PlanNolo, 2010

	Write a business plan that potential investors will embrace!

	

	If you're thinking of starting a business or raising money to expand an existing one, you need a plan. Running a successful business requires a great deal of forethought, so write a business plan and secure your venture's future. How to Write a Business Plan...





	

Guidelines for Human Embryonic Stem Cell ResearchNational Academy Press, 2005
(National Research Council and Institute of Medicine) Presents the   Committee on Guidelines for Human Embryonic Stem Cell Research's findings   and recommendations. The guidelines are intended to enhance the integrity   of privately funded research and covers the ethical concerns surrounding   hES cell research and what scientists can do to...

		

Introduction to Reversible Computing (Chapman & Hall/CRC Computational Science)CRC Press, 2013

	Few books comprehensively cover the software and programming aspects of reversible computing. Filling this gap, Introduction to Reversible Computing offers an expanded view of the field that includes the traditional energy-motivated hardware viewpoint as well as the emerging application-motivated software approach.
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Secrets of Zbrush Experts: Tips, Techniques, and Insights for Users of All AbilitiesCengage Learning, 2011

	Step into the creative minds of some of today's best ZBrush artists! ZBrush is the digital sculpting and painting program used for animation, film, video, and computer games that has revolutionized the 3D industry. The artists featured in this book use ZBrush to create 3D models for some of the most prestigious studios in the industry...
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